Importance of
Ankle Flex in Skating
By Rex Tucker
Many minor and adult players as well
as minor parents, who lace up their kids
skates, often do not realize the
importance that ankle flex plays in
skating.
Skates are often laced incorrectly. Also,
players and parents have the bad habit
of wrapping laces and tape around the

skaters ankles. The skates should
support the feet, not act as a cast and
inhibit good movement. Wrapping the
laces and sock tape around the ankles
should be avoided.

important to begin extension from the
hip through the knee, ankle joint to the
toe when performing a stride. If theres
no ankle flex, a skater doesnt have a
complete and efficient stride.

Wrapping the ankles inhibits the foot
mobility needed for proper edging on the
ice. Also, when forward striding to
obtain maximum efficiency, it is

For good skating performance, lacing up
ones skates properly is a top priority
prior to stepping on the ice. Good lacing
will firmly support a players feet while
allowing the player to comfortably roll
his or her ankles and skates inward and
outward without restriction.

Coaches Corner

Tucker Hockey
Checking Programs
Checking is a tactic aimed at gaining
possession of the puck, not injuring an
opponent. The purpose of our Checking
Program is to introduce players to proper
techniques and tactics so as to give as
well as receive a body check. It
includes a five step progression from the
basics of skating, to position angling, to
stick checking, to body contact/
confidence to body checking. The
program covers a list of the following
checking  dos and donts, emphasizing
safety first.
Tucker Hockey Checking Rules 
Dos and Donts
 Dont get caught in the danger zone
(2 to 4 feet from the boards)  stay
close to the boards
 Be aware of where your opponents
are on the ice
 Always keep your head up
 When you are checked use your
hands and arms as a cushion
 When you are checked turn your
body so your shoulders hit first
 Dont turn your back to an opponent

Tucker Tips

when along the boards
 Avoid taking suicide passes from
teammates
 Practice being in a good hockey
stance  wide stance, knees bent
with a low centre of gravity
 Practice stability on your skates 
strong edges and balance
 Never cross check an opponent into
the boards
 Never push or trip an opponent into
the boards
 Never carry your stick up in the air
towards an opponent
 Never butt end an opponent with
your stick
 Never hit an opponent from behind
 Always respect your opponent  play
safe  play by the golden rule
Note: Tucker Hockey offers checking
programs throughout the hockey season
to minor hockey associations and teams.
As well, we offer Spring and Summer
programs to the public as well as
sessions to small private groups year
round.
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Unfortunately, many skaters over
tighten their laces; this limits foot
mobility. Boots laced too tightly may cut
into a players flesh and a player will
experience uncomfortable lace burn on
the front area of their foot. If the laces
are too tight at the top, bending your
knees and ankles becomes difficult. In
addition, circulation to the feet may be
cut off, causing numbness and foot
cramps.
The toe area and the area high above
the ankles should be tied so they are
moderately snug or even on the loose
side. The tightest area of lacing should
be from a point above the ball of the
foot back to a point just above the ankle
bone i.e. the top 2 or 3 eyelets. This is
where the most support is required.
Some players choose not to lace the top
eyelets at all especially if their new pair
skates are really stiff.
In conclusion, if you make sure you
have better ankle flex; you will enhance
your skating performance especially
with the edges and forward striding
aspects of skating.

If you cant skate,
you cant play

Hockey Zones

- Paul Coffey
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